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ABSTRACT: The maximum capacitive energy stored in polymeric dielectric
capacitors, which are ubiquitous in high-power-density devices, is dictated by the
dielectric breakdown strength of the dielectric polymer. The fundamental
mechanisms of the dielectric breakdown, however, remain unclear. Based on a
simple free-volume model of the polymer fluid state, we hypothesized that the
free ends of linear polymer chains might act as “defect” sites, at which the
dielectric breakdown can initiate. Thus, the dielectric breakdown strength of
cyclic polymers should exhibit enhanced stability in comparison to that of their
linear counterparts having the same composition and similar molar mass. This
hypothesis is supported by the ∼50% enhancement in the dielectric breakdown
strength and ∼80% enhancement in capacitive energy density of cyclic
polystyrene melt films in comparison to corresponding linear polystyrene
control films. Furthermore, we observed that cyclic polymers exhibit a denser
packing density than the linear chain melts, an effect that is consistent with and could account for the observed property changes.
Our work demonstrates that polymer topology can significantly influence the capacitive properties of polymer films, and
correspondingly, we can expect polymer topology to influence the gas permeability, shear modulus, and other properties of thin films
dependent on film density.
KEYWORDS: Polymeric dielectric capacitors, Cyclic polymers, Ring polymers, Capacitive energy storage, Dielectric breakdown,
Free volume, Chain-ends, Polymer films, Enhancing capacitive energy density

■ INTRODUCTION
The ever-growing demand for clean, sustainable, and green
energy along with the need for powerful futuristic devices
necessitate innovation for increasing the energy density and
efficiency of energy storage devices.1 Among the various
energy storage devices, dielectric capacitors2−9 are promising
candidates for high-power-density pulsed power devices due to
their capability of ultrafast discharge (on the order of
microseconds)10 of stored energy. Because of their high
power density, dielectric capacitors have found applications in
microelectronics, medical devices, electric vehicles, aircraft,
military equipment, consumer electronics, lasers, and the
power industry.8 Dielectric capacitors can be either ceramic-
based4 or polymer-based,11−13 depending on the type of
application. Polymer-based dielectric capacitors have the
advantages of flexibility,14 high dielectric strength, graceful
failure, easy processability, and a low loss of stored energy over
their ceramic counterparts, making them desirable for
advanced applications that demand high power and energy
density.9 Although the power density of dielectric capacitors is
the highest among other energy storage devices, dielectric
capacitors suffer from much lower energy density as compared
to supercapacitors and batteries.1,8,9

The maximum energy density (U) in a dielectric material is
a function of the dielectric permittivity (or polarizability) (εr)
and the maximum electric field (EBD) that can be applied to
the dielectric without degrading the dielectric material.9

Depending on the relation between the permittivity and the
electric field, the dielectrics (ceramics as well as polymers) can
be classified as linear, paraelectric, ferroelectric, relaxor
ferroelectric, and antiferroelectric.8,9,12 The linear dielectrics
(such as biaxially oriented polypropylene) have the lowest
losses among these dielectrics, thus making them the material
of choice for capacitive energy storage. The maximum energy
density of linear dielectrics can be described by the relation
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where Umax is the maximum energy density, ε0 is the absolute
permittivity, εr is the relative permittivity, and EBD is the
dielectric strength of the material, due to the independence of
εr on the electric field. Thus, the maximum energy density of a
linear dielectric depends quadratically on the maximum
dielectric strength. Hence, increasing the dielectric strength
should substantially increase the capacitive energy density of
the dielectric capacitors. The dielectric strength and hence the
capacitive energy density enhancement have been shown using
nanofillers15−17 in nanocomposites,18−21 multilayered archi-
tectures,22,23 and so on. To enhance the dielectric strength of
pristine polymeric dielectrics, the fundamental mechanisms of
dielectric breakdown in polymers should be taken into
consideration. The free-volume theory of dielectric breakdown
postulated by Artbauer demonstrates that the electrons
accelerate in the free volume present in the polymer at high
electric fields, resulting in the dielectric breakdown.24 As such,
strategies to decrease the free volume in the polymeric
dielectric should enhance the dielectric strength and the
capacitive energy density of the linear polymeric dielectrics. In
our recent studies,25,26 we showed that the dielectric strength
increases by increasing chain-end separations in block-
copolymer-based dielectric films.

Cyclic polymers are a class of polymers that do not possess
chain-ends.27−30 The syntheses and high-purity separation of
cyclic polymers in recent years have been enabled by the
advances in synthetic polymer chemistry.27 Due to the lack of
chain-ends in cyclic polymers, the cyclic polymers have
properties that are different from their linear chain counter-
parts. Observations have already revealed property changes
including power-law stress relaxation,31 different pharmacoki-
netics and biodistribution,32 different gel properties,33 weaker
molar mass dependence of the glass transition and glass

fragility effects,34,35 unique thermal transition behavior,36

dewetting stability,37,38 different crystallization kinetics,39

different diffusion kinetics,40 and so on. Given the fact that
chain-ends are absent in cyclic polymers, we might speculate,
from a free volume41 viewpoint, that the dielectric strength and
the capacitive energy density of cyclic polymers may be
enhanced compared to their linear chain counterparts.

In this work, we show that the films prepared from cyclic
polystyrene (cPS) indeed exhibit a highly enhanced dielectric
(breakdown) strength and capacitive energy density as
compared to the films prepared from linear polystyrene (PS)
that have similar molar mass and dispersity. The dielectric
strength of cPS shows ∼50% enhancement over that of PS,
which translates to an ∼80% increase in the maximum
capacitive energy density. The increase in the dielectric
strength is tentatively attributed to the absence of chain-ends
for cPS, relative to those of the linear polymer controls, which
act as nucleation sites for the dielectric breakdown in polymer
dielectric materials. The overall enhanced packing efficiency of
cyclic polymer melts in comparison to their linear chain
counterparts is another contributing factor for the property
enhancements.42 Although we have used a low dielectric
strength (EBD) polymer, i.e., polystyrene (EBD ≈ 200 V/μm),
for proof-of-concept demonstration of enhancement of
dielectric strength by chain-end elimination, recent advances
in the polymer chemistry for synthesizing a number of cyclic
polymers30,36,43,44 should enable the extension of these results
to other high-dielectric strength polymers as well.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cyclic polystyrene was produced in three steps through atom
transfer radical polymerization, followed by nucleophilic

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Linear Polystyrene (Linear-PS-Br) (1) and Following Synthetic Modifications to Create Cyclic
Polystyrene (cPS) (3), According to Literature Procedures45

Figure 1. (a) Schematics of linear polystyrene (PS) and cyclic polystyrene (cPS) films used as dielectric capacitors in this study. (b) Weibull failure
plots of linear polystyrene (PS) and cyclic polystyrene (cPS). (c) Weibull breakdown strength (EBD) for PS and cPS. The Weibull breakdown
strength is ∼50% higher for cPS as compared to the PS.
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displacement and then ring-closure cyclization, following the
procedure developed by Laurent and Grayson45 as shown in
Scheme 1. Using a propargyl-functionalized initiator, atom
transfer radical polymerization of styrene afforded the linear
polystyrene precursor (1) with terminal alkyne and bromide
chain-ends. The resulting polymer 1 was then allowed to
undergo a reaction with NaN3 in dimethylformamide to
convert the bromide chain-end to an azido chain-end and
generate polymer 2. Finally, the cyclic polystyrene 3 was
synthesized by copper(I)-catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition
under dilute conditions, i.e., slow addition of 2 via syringe
pump to a solution of the catalyst over the 12 h duration of the
cyclization step, in order to suppress intermolecular chain−
chain coupling.45,46

Cyclization of 2 was confirmed by several qualitative and
quantitative characterizations. As presented in Supporting
Information Figure S1c, a distinguishable peak shift from the
short retention time (22.1 min) to the long retention time
(22.5 min) between the size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
profiles of 2 and 3 was observed, which indicated the
formation of a more compact macromolecular structure upon
cyclization. Both SEC traces show high-molar-mass shoulders
(at slightly shorter retention times), which did not become
more pronounced following the alkyne−azide click reaction,
suggesting limited intermolecular chain−chain coupling events.
Within the accuracy and resolution capabilities of 1H NMR
spectroscopy, the transformation of the alkyne and azide
groups to the triazole was supported by downfield shifts of
both the terminal methylene and benzylic protons upon
cyclization (Supporting Information Figure S1b). In addition,
the molar mass and dispersity of 3 were maintained the same
as linear precursor 2, which was confirmed by MALDI-TOF
mass spectrometry (Supporting Information Figure S2).

The dielectric strengths of drop-cast and annealed (80 °C
for 15 h) films of cPS vs. PS (6 kDa) are shown in Figure 1a−
c. The Weibull dielectric (breakdown) strengths25 are
calculated using two-parameter Weibull statics described as
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where P(E) is the cumulative probability of dielectric failure, E
is the measured dielectric breakdown strength, EBD is the

Weibull dielectric strength, i.e., dielectric strength at 63% of
the probability of failure, and β is the shape factor, which
represents the reliability of the breakdown data. The Weibull
breakdown strength of cPS is ∼50% higher than that of PS for
similar molar masses (6 kDa). The enhancement of the
breakdown strength in cPS most likely stems from the absence
of chain-end associated free volume in the cPS compared to PS
polymer films.

According to the free-volume theory of dielectric breakdown
developed by Artbauer,24 the free volume present in the
polymer films contributes to the electron acceleration, thus
causing dielectric failure. The free volume per polymer chain in
the PS polymer films can be modeled as

= +V nV V2f
l

c
l

e (3)

where Vf
l is the free volume per polymer chain in the linear

polymer films, n is the number of repeat units, Vcl is the chain
packing associated free volume per repeat unit, and Ve is the
chain-end associated free volume per chain. Similarly, for the
cyclic polymer films

=V nVf
c

c
c (4)

Vfc is the free volume per chain in the cyclic polymer films, n is
the number of repeat units, and Vc

c is the chain packing
associated free volume per repeat unit. Given that the chain-
end associated free volume does not exist in the cyclic polymer
melts, we may expect their enhanced stability against dielectric
breakdown. We estimate from this model that there should be
∼1020 chain-ends per cm3 acting as defect sites in the linear PS
chain melt compared to none in the cyclic PS melt.

In another recent study, we reported that the breakdown
strength, EBD, of the lamellae-forming pristine polystyrene-
block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) block copoly-
mer (BCP) was higher compared to that of the as-cast mixed
disordered state of the homopolymers.25,26 This was attributed
to finite domain spacing, interface formation, and segregation
of chain-ends with the BCP lamellae. The addition of block-
specific linear homopolymer chains however showed that the
BCP breakdown strength was compromised due to the
increased free chain-ends introduced by the linear homopol-
ymers, despite increased BCP domain spacing by the
homopolymers.26 Likewise, we then tested the ability of cyclic
polymers rather than linear homopolymer additives, to

Figure 2. (a) Schematics of the block copolymer (polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)) (PS-b-PMMA, 19.1-b-17.5 kDa) and
homopolymer (PS or cPS, 6 kDa) blends used as dielectric capacitors. (b) Weibull failure plots of the PS-b-PMMA + PS blend and PS-b-PMMA +
cPS blend. (c) Weibull breakdown strength (EBD) for the PS-b-PMMA + PS blend and PS-b-PMMA + cPS blend. The Weibull breakdown strength
of the cPS blend is ∼10% higher than that of PS blends, despite only 10% addition of the homopolymer (linear and cyclic) in the blend.
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potentially enhance the system EBD by virtue of increasing
domain spacing without increasing chain-end density. Figures
2a−c shows the blend schematics for the blend film, the
Weibull failure plots, and the EBD for the blend films,
respectively. The BCP + cPS blend films demonstrate ∼10%
higher EBD, as compared to the BCP + PS blend films, with a
similar 10 mass % addition of added polymer. The fact that the
cyclic polymer additives enhance the breakdown strength EBD
of the BCP films, while in contrast the homopolymer additives
lower the EBD of the BCP films, confirms that the lack of chain-
ends in cyclic polymers enhances the energy storage of BCP
films.

The change of polymer architecture from linear to cyclic
along with the absence of chain-ends may be expected to affect
the packing density of the polymer films as well. Theoretically,
it has been demonstrated that unknotted cyclic polymers pack
tighter as compared to the linear polymers.47 The Lorentz−
Lorenz equation relates the polymer packing density and
molecular parameters to the change in the refractive index of
the polymer films,48,49

+
=n

n
N
M

1
1 3

2

2
A

0 0 (5)

Where n is the refractive index, ρ is the mass density, α is the
molecular polarizability of the monomer repeat unit, NA is
Avogadro’s number, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and M0
is the monomer repeat unit molecular mass. Given that these
quantities are the same in the PS and cPS, with the exception
of the azide end-group, the Lorentz−Lorenz equation can be
used to calculate the mass density of PS vs cPS. Figure 3a,b
shows the refractive indices of the PS and cPS polymer films
from ellipsometric measurements (Supporting Information
Figure S5) and the calculated (using eq 5) change in the
density of cPS vs. PS films in the as-cast and the annealed state.
The density of cPS films is higher than that of PS films in both
states. The density difference decreases in the annealed state,
which might be due to more pronounced chain rearrangements
of PS films during annealing. Interestingly, the dielectric
strength of the as-cast cPS films is only ∼10% higher than the
PS films (Supporting Information Figure S4), which might be
due to the presence of the residual solvent or nonequilibrium

chain packing. The enhanced density of the cPS films might be
a contributing factor to the EBD enhancement in cPS films.

Figure 4a,b shows the dielectric constant and the loss
tangent for the PS and cPS polymers. The cPS shows a slightly
higher dielectric constant in comparison to PS, but overall, the
dielectric constant of cPS is lower as compared to many other
polymers. The low dielectric constant of cPS, coupled with its
high dielectric strength, makes it attractive for low-dielectric-
constant material applications in the semiconductor indus-
try.50,51 Figure 4c,d shows the measured electric displacement
vs. electric field for the PS and cPS polymer films. The electric
displacement of PS and cPS varies linearly with the electric
field strength, showing that both polymers exhibit a linear
dielectric response. The PS shows efficiencies of 98 and 99%
with remnant polarizations of 0.00086 and 0.0046 μC/cm2 at
133 and 200 V/μm (∼EBD), respectively, while the cPS shows
efficiencies of 99.6, 99, 95, and 94% and remnant polarizations
of 0.0015, 0.0041, 0.0147, and 0.018 μC/cm2 at 238, 272, 285,
and 300 V/μm (∼EBD), respectively. Figure 4e shows the
maximum charge per unit area stored in the PS and cPS
polymers close to their EBD. The cPS films can store higher
charge as compared to the PS films due to their higher
dielectric strength. The maximum discharge energy densities
(Ud) for PS and cPS, calculated from the electric displacement
vs. electric field loops (Supporting Information Figure S6),
close to their EBD are shown in Figure 4f. The Ud for cPS is
∼80% higher than that in the PS due to the higher dielectric
strength of cPS. This enhancement in energy density by simple
polymer topology manipulation is phenomenal and directly
demonstrates the role of chain-ends in the performance of
polymeric dielectric capacitors.

■ CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that cyclic polystyrene shows enhanced
dielectric strength and capacitive energy density as compared
to its linear chain melt counterpart, an effect that is attributed
to a relatively enhanced packing of the cyclic polymers relative
to the linear chains of similar mass and chemistry, due to the
absence of free chain-ends. In future work, it would be
interesting to see the effect of cyclic polymer molar mass on
the dielectric strength, with a hypothesis that the capacitive
energy density would diminish upon increasing chain mass, an

Figure 3. (a) Refractive indices of linear polystyrene (PS) films vs the cyclic polystyrene (cPS) films in the as-cast vs annealed films. (b) Calculated
density difference of the cPS vs PS films using their refractive indices from ellipsometric measurements.
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expected effect since increasing mass decreases the density of
free chain-ends. This simple free-volume argument has been
applied for years to rationalize the decrease of mass
dependence of glass transition with increasing molar mass.52

We further note that the dielectric constant and refractive

index of uncharged polymer materials depend strongly on the
material density,53 so we may expect that we can tune these,
and other polymer properties that are strongly dependent on
density (surface tension,54 bulk modulus, melting temper-
ature,55 etc.) by simply altering the polymer topology. Finally,

Figure 4. (a) Dielectric permittivity (εr) and (b) loss tangent (tan δ) as a function of frequency for linear polystyrene (PS) and cyclic polystyrene
(cPS). (c) Electric displacement−electric field (D−E) loops of PS and (d) cPS at different electric fields. The D−E loops show linear behavior and
very small remnant polarization for both PS and cPS. The D−E loops have been measured up to the polymer dielectric strength (EBD). (e) Charge
per unit area stored inside PS and cPS polymers near the EBD. (f) Maximum discharge energy density (Ud) for PS and cPS. The maximum
discharge energy density is ∼80% higher for cPS as compared to the PS.
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we note that the introduction of branching in polymer
architecture leads to more complex changes to the density
than just a decrease in the average polymer density associated
with the additional free chain-ends.42 Branching increases the
density to an extent that depends strongly on branch
functionality, but this effect is compensated by the reduction
of the density arising from the chain-ends. Other polymer
topologies including cyclic copolymers56 and self-assembled
cyclic polymers57 should then be explored to determine if even
greater enhancements of the resistance to dielectric breakdown
can be achieved through the control of polymer molecular
topology.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of Linear Polystyrene with Terminal Alkynyl and
Bromo Alkyl Chain-Ends (Linear-PS-Br) (1)
To a flame-dried Schlenk flask, propargyl-2-bromoisobutyrate (40.3
mg, 0.197 mmol), styrene (2.2 mL, 19 mmol), N,N,N′,N″,N″-
pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) (41.2 mg, 0.238 mmol),
and anisole (∼2 mL) were added and degassed for three cycles of
freeze−pump−thaw. After the third cycle, copper(I) bromide (CuBr)
(29.3 mg, 0.203 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture. The flask
was then resealed, evacuated, and refilled with N2. The reaction
mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred at 85
°C under N2 for 7 h. After the reaction mixture was cooled in an ice
bath, it was diluted with THF and passed through a column of neutral
alumina to remove metal salts. The solution was then concentrated,
and the crude product was precipitated into excess methanol to yield
the polymer as a white solid (1.7 g, 85% yield). 1H NMR (500 MHz,
CD2Cl2, ppm) δ 7.34−6.88 (m, 210H, ArHmeta/para), 6.88−6.34 (m,
130H, ArHortho), 4.61−4.38 (m, 1H, benzylicCHbromide), 4.15−4.06
(m, 2H, propargylic CH2O), 2.18−0.82 (m, 230H, alkynyl CH,
isobutryl CH3s, and backbone Hs). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CD2Cl2,
ppm) 146.98−145.10, 129.81, 129.57−127.12, 126.67−125.55,
120.95, 78.52, 74.54, 41.61−40.45, 30.54. FT-IR(ATR): 3284,
3119−2751, 1828−1683, 1603, 1492, 1454, 1397−1261, 1211−
1137, 1121, 1071, 1026, 989−884, 842, 758, 700 cm−1. TGA in N2,
320−440 °C, 96% mass loss. Tg = 90 °C. MnSEC = 6.8 kDa, Đ = 1.02.
Synthesis of Linear Polystyrene with a Terminal Alkyne
and Azide Chain-Ends (Linear-PS-N3) (2)
To a 100 mL round-bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar, 1 (150 mg,
25.0 μmol), NaN3 (17.0 mg, 250 μmol) and 30 mL of DMF were
added. The reaction mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature
for 24 h. The resulting mixture was then precipitated into a large
excess of methanol and washed with an excess amount of water and
methanol. The white powder was collected by centrifugation and
dried under vacuum overnight and gave a yield of 100 mg (62%). 1H
NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2, ppm) δ 7.37−6.91 (m, 180H, ArHmeta/para),
6.91−6.28 (m, 120H, ArHortho), 4.16−3.87 (m, 3H, propargylic
CH2O and benzylicCHazide), 2.54−0.73 (m, 200H, alkynyl CH,
isobutryl CH3s, and backbone Hs). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CD2Cl2,
ppm) δ 147.15−145.13, 129.82, 129.25−127.31, 126.59−125.68,
120.96, 114.26, 55.49, 41.71−40.39. FT-IR(ATR): 3293, 3119−2766,
2635, 2344−2233, 2139−1992, 1736, 1687, 1603, 1501, 1450, 1115,
1121, 1068, 1032, 902, 754, 698 cm−1. TGA in N2, 320−440 °C,
100% weight loss. Tg = 91 °C. MnSEC = 7.4 kDa, Đ = 1.02.
Synthesis of Cyclic Polystyrene (cPS) (3)
Following the literature procedure,45 to a 250 mL round-bottomed
flask, PMDETA (0.5 g, 3 mmol) and 100 mL of anhydrous DMF
were added and degassed for three cycles of freeze−pump−thaw.
Next, CuBr (200 mg, 1.39 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture
after the third cycle. The flask was then resealed, evacuated, and
refilled with N2. A separate flask containing Linear-PS-N3 (90 mg, 15
μmol) dissolved in 5 mL of anhydrous DMF was degassed through
two cycles of freeze−pump−thaw cycles. This solution was then
added to the CuBr/PMDETA reaction solution dropwise at 120 °C

via a syringe pump at a rate of 1 mL/h. Once addition of the polymer
solution to the catalyst solution was complete, the reaction was
allowed to proceed at 120 °C for an additional 12 h to ensure
complete cyclization before allowing to cool to room temperature.
The solvent was removed in vacuo, and the residue was diluted with
chloroform. The remaining catalyst was removed by passing the
chloroform solution of the reaction mixture through a neutral alumina
column, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude polymer
was then dissolved in THF and precipitated in methanol to give a
white powder (40 mg, 64%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2, ppm) δ
7.37−6.92 (m, 180H, ArHmeta/para), 6.89−6.32 (m, 120H, ArHortho),
5.05 (m, 1H, benzylicCHtriazole), 4.53 (m, 2H, triazole-CH2O), 2.60−
0.62 (m, 220H, isobutryl CH3s and backbone Hs). 13C NMR (126
MHz, CD2Cl2, ppm) δ 129.98−127.41, 126.82−125.40, 40.98−40.12.
FT-IR(ATR): 3604−3273, 3130−2672, 1671, 1498, 1445, 1382,
1255, 1092, 1018, 755, 681 cm−1. TGA in N2, 25−277 °C, 20%
weight loss, 280−420 °C, 80% weight loss. Tg = 102 °C. MnSEC = 5.2
kDa, Đ = 1.04. Tg = 102 °C.

Linear Polystyrene
The linear polystyrene (PS) used in this study was purchased from
Polymer Source Inc. and has a product code of P40034−S. It has a
molar mass of 6 kDa (similar to synthesized cPS used in this study)
and dispersity of 1.10. Furthermore, PS from Polymer Source, Inc.
was compared to Linear-PS-Br (1) (shown in the first step in Figure
1) used for the synthesis of cPS for the dielectric properties. The
dielectric breakdown strength of the Linear-PS-N3 (2) used for the
synthesis of cPS is shown in Supporting Information Figure S3 and is
close to that of the PS from polystyrene. This comparison further
supplements the result that the dielectric strength enhancement of the
cPS as compared to the PS is due to the cyclization and hence the
missing chain-ends in the cPS films. The block copolymer
polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) having
a molar mass of 19.1-b-17.5 kDa was purchased from Polymer Source,
Inc. All the polymers (synthesized as well as commercial) display
white color in the powder form, indicating absence of any catalytic
impurities.

Film Casting
The polymers (PS or cPS) were dissolved in toluene to make a 2%
(mass/vol) solution. The solutions were drop-cast to generate ∼1−2
μm thick films on aluminum-coated silicon wafers or pure aluminum
wafers. The aluminum electrodes (∼100 nm thickness) were
deposited on silicon wafers using an ultrahigh-vacuum sputtering
instrument. The silicon wafers were purchased from University
Wafers. The pure aluminum wafers were also purchased from
University Wafers. The polymer film thicknesses were measured
locally using the atomic force microscopy (AFM) scratch test. The
films were annealed at 80 °C for 15 h before electrical testing. The
solutions for PS-b-PMMA and PS or cPS blend films were made by
dissolving PS-b-PMMA in toluene and adding PS or cPS solution in
desired quantities so that the homopolymer (PS or cPS) fraction was
10% with respect to the block copolymer. The blend films were flow-
coated on aluminum-coated silicon wafers to yield thicknesses of ∼2.5
μm. The blend films were annealed at 210 °C for 24 h to induce block
copolymer phase separation58,59 and additive homopolymer segrega-
tion.

Optical Testing
For refractive index measurements, PS or cPS films with thickness ≈
115−120 nm were flow-coated on silicon substrates to generate
smooth films. Thinner films were used for refractive index
measurements to lower the errors in the ellipsometry measurements,
given that the surface roughness of thicker films contributes to errors
in the refractive index measurements during ellipsometry. The
measurements were performed using a J.A. Woolam Alpha-SE
ellipsometer, and the data were fit using CompleteEASE software
with B-spline model. The refractive indices are reported at a 632.8 nm
wavelength. The mean squared errors were 1−2.2% during the fits.
The measurements and the model fits are shown in Figure S5.
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Electrical Testing
The dielectric breakdown tests were performed using the PolyK
testing system PK CPE-1801. The polymer films coated on
aluminum-coated silicon wafers were contacted with a spring-loaded
top electrode connected to the PolyK testing system, and the bottom
aluminum electrode was connected to the ground. A ramp rate of 20
V/s was set for the dielectric testing, and the dielectric breakdown
values were recorded using the PolyK software. For calculating the
dielectric strength, ≈15 measurements were performed, and the data
used two-parameter Weibull statics described as,

= [ ]P E E E( ) 1 exp ( / )BD

where P(E) is the cumulative probability of dielectric failure, E is the
measured dielectric breakdown strength, EBD is the Weibull dielectric
strength, i.e., dielectric strength at 63% of the probability of failure,
and β is the shape factor, which represents the reliability of the
breakdown data. A higher β represents the higher reliability of the
dielectric data.

For electrical displacement vs electric field loops (D−E loops), the
polymer films were drop-cast on the pure aluminum wafers. Top
electrodes having a ∼0.3 mm diameter and ∼30 nm thickness were
made by sputter coating gold using a desktop sputtering instrument.
The top and bottom electrodes were connected to the instrument,
and the D−E loops were recorded using a unipolar triangular wave
having 10 Hz frequency. The discharged energy density and the loss
were calculated from the D−E loops as demonstrated in Figure S6.

The frequency-dependent dielectric spectroscopy measurements
were performed using the Keysight E4980 AL LCR meter. The films
were coated on pure aluminum wafers, and the top electrodes were
fabricated using eutectic Gallium−Indium liquid metal.
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